Report of Quiz on “Chilika Lake” : Distance activity.

Date: 30/04/2020 to 10/05/2020
Venue: Government college of Arts and Science, Aurangabad. (Distance activity)

The Students of our college were introduced to “Chilika Lake” in May 2020 by sharing link of video on “Chilika Lake” from Youtube. Dr. Pradnyashailee Sawai prepared questions based on the “Chilika Lake” and the quiz prepared by P R Shinde in Google forms and shared through whatsapp group. We got total 37 responses out of which 7 were repeated.

Distribution of Responses : Students (81.1%): FYBA 13.5%, SYBA 10.8%, TYBA 13.5%, FYBSc 16.2%, SYBSc 10.8%, TYBSc 16.2% and Teachers 18.9%